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Incentives for the construction
sector  broadening the tax net
Pakistan’s second SEZ  underway
Government is opening borders  to
fill  domestic supply gaps
Fighting food inflation  with food
subsidy
The number of listed companies
on SECP  sees 39% growth

Tax gain at the cost of the
freelance market
Another power tariff  hike -
NEPRA  continuing a failed policy
approach
Higher taxes  on used imported
laptops threaten the
technological advance

Cabinet  clears three crucial
bills:
Autonomy for SBP
Abolishment of Tax Exemptions
Independence for SOEs  from
ministry interventions
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Every Monday, we bring you this independent report on Pakistan's business climate by providing concise
comments. The selection of news follows our unique analytical framework which brings together
growth drivers, risk factors, and policy signals worth your attention. In 20 minutes, you get a well-
rounded review of Pakistan’s business outlook. 



The incumbent government’s construction and housing scheme projects  are
boosting economic and industrial growth. The government's incentive offering
immunity against Section 111 of the Income Tax Ordinance, 2001, along with
special tax exemptions is widening the tax net as more and more construction
companies and builders are registering with the Federal Board of Revenue
(FBR). Further headway has been made by the dissemination of 589 allotment
letters among low-income people under the Naya Pakistan Housing Scheme .  
Further, in the domain of industrial development, China Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC)  continues linking and boosting the country's infrastructure.
Pakistan's second Special Economic Zone (SEZ)  in Faisalabad is underway, post
the completion of the first Rashakai SEZ. Allama Iqbal Industrial City (AIIC)
Faisalabad has scored an investment of PKR 53.6 Billion. As per SEZ Act 2012,
the SEZ will avail tax, and custom exemptions along with land allotment, to
attract domestic and foreign investments.
In a free-market enterprise and open economy, the demand and supply forces
set the price and unmet demand is fulfilled by trade across borders. Any
market interventions and trade restrictions distort the mechanisms, resulting
in inefficacies such as the recent rise in food inflation. The price hike of food
commodities was partially triggered by the shortage of wheat and sugar
supply. Fortunately, the government, in line with practices of open trade, has
issued tenders  for the import of 300,000 tons and 50,000 tons of wheat and
white sugar  respectively, to address the local shortage. To avoid such
instances in the future, the government should set a precedent of open borders
and minimal market intervention. 
In light of the rising food inflation leading to food insecurity and tightening of
budget, PM's ‘Koi Bhuka Na Soye’  (no one will sleep hungry) initiative plans to
provide direct subsidy to 30 million families ,  covering about half of the entire
country's population. This program aims to alleviate food insecurity concerns
for the lower-income quantiles. 
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Growth drivers encompass recent developments that show promising
potential for economic and business growth in Pakistan. 

https://www.brecorder.com/news/40071025/construction-industry-continuation-of-package-encourages-more-to-get-registered-with-fbr
https://www.brecorder.com/news/40070872/boi-paves-way-for-colonization-in-cpecs-special-economic-zones
https://www.dawn.com/news/1611493/pakistan-issues-fresh-tenders-to-buy-wheat-sugar
https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/802257-naya-pakistan-housing-scheme-589-allotment-letters-distributed-among-low-income-people
https://www.dawn.com/news/1611852/30m-families-to-get-direct-subsidy-from-june-pm
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A noteworthy development for Pakistan’s business environment is the growth
of 39%  in the companies registered with the Securities and Exchange
Commission of Pakistan (SECP) .  This increase validates the success of SECP
reforms carried out for boosting the ease of doing business in Pakistan. 

https://www.brecorder.com/news/40072034/february-2021-39pc-corporate-growth-marked-due-to-secp-reforms


Offshore Commissionerate of Large Taxpayers Office is investigating a huge
chunk of foreign income disbursements  worth PKR 60.308 Billion which
remain untaxed. These proceedings constitute foreign payments for freelance
activities conducted by Pakistani nationals. Taxing or closing in on these
transactions can be perceived as a disincentive and cost Pakistani freelancers
their market share. The freelancing market  of Pakistan is in its relative infancy
as compared to the neighboring nation of India. On the other hand, tax evasion
by the same activities costs the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) about PKR 10
Billion.
Within the electricity sector of Pakistan, another power tariff hike  has been
recorded. Instead of removing inefficiencies riddling the power sector, NEPRA
is just transferring their cost to the consumers. It serves as a disincentive for
power companies, as the cost of their inefficiencies is not borne by them rather
by the customers, robbing them of the incentive to set their own house in
order. The risks surrounding the electricity production and supply can be
mitigated and removed by shifting towards a wholesale electricity market ,
following international models of the US and UK. 
The government's decision to levy a higher tax on used imported laptops, and
computer gadgets ,  is counterproductive for the business and education sector.
Its impact will be concentrated among the lower class, already struggling to
keep up with the technological needs of the 21st century. Pakistan is already
behind in the race of modernization and automation this step sets us back even
further. The government should opt for policies to promote the induction of
tech-savvy gadgets into various sectors of the economy, rather than restricting
them through price hikes .  
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Risk factors are identified threats and pitfalls that can potentially limit and
constrain economic and business development in Pakistan. 

https://tribune.com.pk/story/2288454/nepra-approves-rs089-per-unit-hike-in-tariff
https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/801713-pakistan-to-set-up-wholesale-electricity-market
https://tribune.com.pk/story/2287761/businessmen-reject-hike-in-taxes-on-laptops
https://www.dawn.com/news/1611661
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The last week hailed major developments in public policy. Cabinet  has approved
three significant bills. First, is the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP)  Amendment
Act advocating more autonomy  for SBP and freeing it from political
interventions. The SBP will be held accountable by the parliament itself. The
focus of SBP’s policy has been completely shifted to price stability as opposed
to bailing the government out by the provision of budgetary loans. The SBP will
be segregated from the Ministry of Finance (MoF);  moreover, Monetary Policy
and Fiscal Coordination Board  is to be abolished. More autonomy for the SBP,
coupled with appropriate mechanisms for accountability, is certainly good news
for business and government. It frees the central bank from political
intervention and ensures greater stability for markets.
Secondly, the government has decided to do away with more than 70 tax
exemptions .  The abolished exemptions will save about PKR 70 billion to PKR
140 billion. This step is directed to meeting the ambitious tax target set by
International Monetary Fund (IMF)  and will level the playing field for all
industries regardless of lobbies and political favors. 
Lastly, the State-owned Enterprises  Act sets out to free SOEs from ministries’
interference. Each SOE will be administered and run by its own board of
governors, rather than taking muddled instructions from multiple ministries.
SOEs will be granted more independence to enable them to compete in the
market alongside private enterprises. 

Key policy actions and signals shape the business environment, directly and
indirectly affecting all stakeholders. 

https://tribune.com.pk/story/2288336/govt-proposes-absolute-autonomy-for-sbp
https://www.dawn.com/news/1611663
https://tribune.com.pk/story/2288563/govt-decides-to-slap-rs140b-taxes-from-july


Evidence from economic history illuminates that independent
central banks have played a critical role in economic
development. Given that Pakistan’s governing circles have
always wanted the Central Bank to be subservient to Finance
Division, it’s a welcome step, if implemented properly. "

 
- Shahid Mehmood

Research Fellow at PIDE
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Prime Time with Ali Salman

Watch the latest brief and
informative video to find out 
 Executive Director PRIME Institute
- Ali Salman's views on the topic.
Visit PRIME's youtube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/watchv
=MNDBJJoX6Ko
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"Everyday, newspapers, TV channels, portals and social
media accounts generate information and comments on
Pakistan's economy. The question about the overall
direction of our economy remains influenced by what we
read and who writes. To help you stay clear of the clutter,
Prime Buzz presents you a weekly round up of important
news about the business outlook following our daily
scanning of a wide spectrum of sources. This is not just
aggregation of contents, but a careful selection, with our
own short comments. We classify these news as 'growth
drivers',  'risk factors' and 'policy signals' and present a
cogent summary that you can read in 20 minutes." 

- Ali Salman - Executive Director PRIME Institute
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